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Slab of concrete falls at
Roberts Hall, no injuries

Higher Education
united against the
proposed bond issue
By Patrick Bobo

By Sheldon Hull

News Writer

News Writer

Big decisions were
made on Wednesday,
April 18 at the state capitol. Wednesday held important developments for
our tate-funded colleges
and universities as the
governor met with representatives from each.
The day began as SGA
presidents and representatives from across the
state met with the Higher
Education Partnership.
Dale Jobes, newly elected
SGA President, and myself, News Writer for TIie
Exponent, were there on
behalf of UAH. The point
of the meeting was to get
together and develop a
game plan for the luncheon/ meeting\\ ith GovemorSiegelman. After all
students had a chance to
voice their concerns, we
made our way to the meeting with the Governor.
lt was understood that
the luncheon would be a
chance to ask questions
and have a general discussion about proration and
in what direction we
wanted to move in the future. However, Siegelman
had another agenda, as he

"The sky is falling!
The sky is falling!" Luckily, the concrete that fell
from Roberts Hall on
Wednesday, April 25 did
not land on the head of
some unsuspecting student like the acorns did
in the story of Chicken
L1ttle.
Marylyn Coffey, staff
assistant of the Art De- ...
partment, received news A concrete slab fell from the
of the near tragedy at 2nd floor breezeway of
about 5 p.m. "Sam Roberts Hall (at right),
Ashworth (an Art stu- prompting students to
the
slab
dent), came running up dedicate
here .rnd told me what "Seigleman's Wall." (Photos
happened. He and sev- by Dauphne Rogeri.)
eral other students heard not appear to be immithe crash all the way up nent. According to Terry
here on the third floor."
Willoughby, Director of
ormally, student<; Maintenance and Conand faculty assemble struction at the Physical
them-.elves outc;ide of Plant, structural \-'\·eaJ...nC!:;s
Roberts Hall and c;it on does not <,;eem to be a
the cement bench that problem. "We have a
lie just beneath the bal- structural engineer lookcony. If the worst condi- ing at the building, and we
tions had existed, some- will know for certain later
one could have been on if there arc an} other
J...illed or seriously in- problems."
jured by the wall.
See Wall,
Still, the danger of
page 15
more falling objects does
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encouraged the students
to support his bond issue.
The bond issue basically
entails borrowing $100
million dollars to reduce
the immediate effects of
proration on state campuses. After speaking,
Siegelman made mention
of another meeting that he
was sched uled to attend,
then left abruptly. Many
of the students were
shocked. Erin Eckert, SGA
President at the University of West Alabama was
one of them. "He didn't
even give us a chance to
voice our concerns. I am
very disappointed that
many of us travel d this
far without getting a
chance to speak with the
Governor."
Dale Jobes, UAH'sSGA
President, summed it up
when he said, "He
came ... he ate ... he left."
Meanwhile, university
presidents and chancellors were also meeting
with officials from the
capitol. The bond issu
was offered once again to
the universities. They
stood unified, each supporting the decision to

See Bond,
page 15

Fate of cherry trees uncertain due to new dorm
ByDauphne
Rogers
Editor-iu-Cliief
By now most of tht•
UAI I community have
heard about the new residenb' dorm that is going
to be built across from
Morton Hall. Many are
excited about the expan-

sion to our campus. However, <.;Orne people have
expre<-sed concerns about
what this expansion will
mean to the landscape, in
particular the cherry trees
across from Morton I lall.
Dr. Rose orman is one
of those people. orman
c;aid, "Seems to me the
administration could meet
the dorm donor's desire
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Special Year-In-Review.............Section B

for a dorm near Morton
Hall without sacrificing
one of the most beautiful
spots of campus. It doc>sn't
have to be the either-or
ituation that has been
presented to us. Here are
some alternatives that
come
to
mind:
1) Build the dorm on the
small parking lot north of
the cherry tree , and put

the dorm parking lot on
the current gra sy spot,
perhap making it a parking garage. lt is much
easier to build a parking

See Trees,
page 15
Faculty
members
are
concerned about the fale of
the cherry tree across from
Morton Hall. (Photo by
Oauphne Rogers)

--,

Baseball battles
to first-ever
GSC title

Cashore
Marionettes to
perform
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Proration kills Calhoun athletics,
funding cuts affect area colleges

Tech
talk
By Greg

By J. Caleb

Bacon

aanton

'JJ:dato/ogy

News Editor/

mtw

Record Reporter

gbacon@cs.uah.edu.

usedwitlt

There's a commercial on the radio that hawks
"The World's Greatest Thoughts in Under Two
Lines" (or something similar), and one of the
quotes is Oscar, Wilde's ''Consistency is the last
resort of the unimaginative." The unimaginative
have another recourse: the law.
About three years ago, the US Senate and US
House of Representatives passed the Federal Defense of Marriage Act that defines mamage as a
union between one man and one woman. Regardless of your personal or religious views on marriage, we can certainly agree that there were more
pressing issues before the Congress. There were
scoundrels in the White House and Department
of Justice and incompetents in nearly every Cabinet position. OPEC was beginning to make noises
about "adjusting" the price o! oil (a crime known
as price-fixing in the United States), and we've
seen the results of our government's inaction for
the past couple of years at the gas pumps. It's
clear that Republicans were moving to energize
the morally conservative segment of their base.
(One has to wonder why; will Jerry Falwell and
Pat Robertson one day give up on the GOP and
start voting for Democrats?)
The Federal Defense of Marriage Act is a clear
violation of the Ninth and Tenth Amendments to
the Constitution, but it's also wumaginative. From
personal experience, I can say that a "union between one man and one woman" is plenty challenging. I'm not sure that I'd want the challenge
· of"two wives, but I'm certain that there are guys
(and gals-feel free to tinker with the number and
genders of the participants) out there who would
be takers. After all, there are no laws against, say,
skydiving or NASCAR racing-activities that require a precise mixture of bravery and stupidity.
Of course, I don't mean to make light of people's
lifestyles, but my point is that people have their
conceptions of marriage and refuse to accept anything else. Consider the variety under unions "between one man and one woman". Many were
upset ·with Bill Clinton for cheating on his wife,
but let's be frank: Bill and Hillary aren't your mom
and dad; they have a business marriage. Business
marriages could never pass the scrutiny of any
religious values, but no one seems to complain.
I recently read John C. Dvorak's "CommercialFree Conundrum" on Forbes.com. The article describes personal video recorders (PVRs}, e.g., nvo,
ReplayTY, and UltimateTV; as devices for Hstealing programming" because a feature of PVRs is
the ability to skip, by simply pressing a button,
commercials in recorded shows. In other words,
you're "stealing programming' when you go to
the bathroom, raid the fridge, or flip channels
during commercials. Authoritarian pinheads like
Mr. Dvorak are the ones who provide so much
ammunition and traction to Ralph Nader and
other anti-corporate bigots. Everyone should have
learned from the dot-com bust that advertising
revenues can't be a company's bread-and-butter.
Even the heavyweight Yahoo! that depends
heavily on advertising has seen its stock drop
quicker than a Mafia informant to the bottom of a
river. Instead of responding to the market like
good companies should, Mr. Dvorak and his unimaginative cohorts would rather force us to play
along with their bad business models. By lobbing
salvo., like "stealing", Mr. Dvorak is clearly signaling that he'd like to see laws against PVRs.
This is nothing new. Rush Limbaugh loves to

See Barm, page 14

pennissionfrom
The Madison
County Record
Richard Carpenter,
president of Calhoun
Community College, announced that the college
will be suspending its athletic program as a result of
the recent decrease in state
funding caused by proration cutbacks.
Along with the suspension of the athletic program, Carpenter also announced that Calhoun
will be phasing out several courses in the physical education curriculum
and will be lessening the
hours of operation of the
campus Wellness Center.
"The 11.17 percent cut
in Calhoun's state funding
has trimmed our budget

by nearly $2 million," said
Carpenter. "When you
consider this significant
reduction, added to our
increased energy costs this
year, the overall negative
impact lo our total budget
is staggering."
With the success of
Calhoun's various athletics teams, including last
year's national championship softball team and a
basketball team that made
it to the finals in the national tournament, the decision to eliminate the athletic program was particularly "painful," according
lo Carpenter. l lowever,
according to Carpenter,
with proration cuts being
as high as they were - in
the double digits - substantial cuts had to be
made.
"In reviewing our options, we looked first at
what would result in the
least impact to our students and our instructional programs, and secondly, at what would have

the least impact on our
faculty and other employees," said Carpenter. "Our
primary goal is to ensure
stability for our students
and our academic programs."
The suspension of the
athletic programs at
Calhoun will mean that
several positions will be
eliminated within the athletic/physical education
programs. However, according to Carpenter,
some will be receiving job
reassignments and some
will be retiring.
"Our goal is that no one
will lose employment,"
said Carpenter.
At the University of
Alabama in Huntsville
(UAH), proration has already made an impact. A
hiring freeze was ordered
by the administration - a
freeze that effectively terminated the employment
term of several temporarily appointed faculty as to meet some of the expected funding cuts. Like-

wise, more minor cutbacks have been put in
place, amounting to such
things as reductions in
paper usage in some UAH
computer labs.
Yet, Carpen ter contended that, unless further
cuts are imposed, he does
not foresee any future
slashings at Calhoun.
"Since double-digit
proration was announced,
there have been concerns
across the college regarding job security," said Carpenter. "Barring any further cu ts from the state,
we do not envision elimination or suspension of
other programs at this
time."
Still, though, the possibili ty of tuition hikes at
UAH remains an issue. In
a memorandum issued on
March 27, UAI-I President
Frank Franz admitted that
proration cuts could p<r
tentially mean a tuition
hike.

Alpha Tau Omega, Kappa
Delta receive Greek honors
By Patrick Bobo
News ff.n'ter
UAH Greeks held their
Annual Greek Leadership
Banquet on April 17. The
banquet is an opportunity
for Greeks to showcase
themselves and receive
awards for their accomplishments locally and
nationally. Presenting the
night's awards were
Patrick Bobo, IFC Recorder,
and
April
McCravy, Panhellenic
President.
After introductions by
Cathi Curtis, Student Activities Director, each
chapter president had the
opportunity lo give a brief
speech on their activities
and accomplishments
since last spring. Following the speeches was the
presentation of awards.
Scholarship honors
were given first, as the top
fraternity and sorority
gets their name on a
plaque in honor of their
academic achievements.
This year the chapters
with the highest GPA for
the year were Alpha Tau
Omega and Delta Zeta.
Also receiving an award

for having the highest
GPA in the fall semester
was Kappa Delta Sorority.
Pi Kappa Alpha was commended for their efforts
last fall, when they increased their GPA almost
a full point. Led by
brother Thiago Tognetti,
who received his own individual scholarship
award for having the
highest IFC GPA, Pi
Kappa Alpha improved to
second overall in grade
point average. Delta Zeta
Courtney Lawrence was
honored
as
the
Panhellenic member with
the highest GPA.
Order of Omega inductees were next on the
agenda. Honorary inductees this year were Student
Activities Director Cathi
Curtis, lnterim Vice President of Student Affairs
Delois Smith, and UAH
President Dr. Frank Franz.
The collegians inducted
this year were Mike Baum,
James Kodrowski, Brett
Holt, and Forrest Collier,
all of Alpha Tau Omega;
Sara Redington of Kappa
Delta; Leah Parker of
Delta Zeta; and Thiago
Tognetti of Pi Kappa Al-

pha.
The l luntsville Alumnae Panhellenic Award
was given to Delta Zeta
Sorority.
Intramural
sports winners were then
announced. Receiving the
championship trophies for
all seven sports, as well as
the IFC All-Sports Trophy
was Sigma Nu Fraternity.
Sigma Nu also brought
home the award for the
winners of Greek Week.
The most coveted and
prestigious awards were
saved for last. This year's
President's Cup winner
was Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity. This award is
given to the best fraternity
on campus following the
submission of an application to the lnterfratemity
Council. The applications
are reviewed and points
are awarded for each ind ivid ual section. Some of
the factors that contributed to ATO's victory
were their national honor
of best chapter in the nation, their involvement on
campus, and their philanthropic activities. The
NPC Outstanding Sorority award was given to the
ladies of Kappa Delta.

Kappa Deltas are involved
in forty-three different or·
ganizations campus wide,
as well as being leaders in
many of them. They are
active in Student Govern·
ment, honor societies, and
have members on many
varsity athletic teams.
Congratulations go out
to those winning awards,
as it shows the true colors
of our Greeks here on
campus. Our fraternities
and fra ternilies have
s hown us that, though
they like to have fun,
when there is work to be
done, they are on the forefront and leading the
charge for a better campus
at the University of Alabama in I Iuntsville.
Cathi Curtis was
pleased with this year's
event. " I was really
pleased with the number
of students that turned out
for the banquet. Hope·
fullv we will have an even
JI
t
bigger and better banque
next year. Congratulations to those that won
awards, and good luck ~o
all of the organizations If\
the coming year."
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Baseball battles to GSC title
By Danny Parker
Sports Editor
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After stunning No. 4
Delta State and o. 18
West Georgia in the Gulf
Sou th Conference Toumament, the UAH Chargers
finally hit a road block in
the Arkansas Tech Wonder
Boys. The Wonder Boys
sent the Chargers into the
losers' bracket on Monday
after an 8-6 victory.
In order for No. 22
UAH lo get any revenge at
ATU, the Chargers would
have to put No. 20 Southern Arkansas out of the
tournament later on Monday night. The Chargers
did just that as they
smoked the Muleriders
12-4 behind a 15-hit performance by the offense
and clutch pitching by
Matt "Head" Jansen.
The table was all set on
Tuesday for the GSC title.
In order for UAH to claim
their first ring, they had to
defeat Arkansas Tech
twice.
Having been
ranked as high as No. 1 in
the nation earlier this season, head coach Bobby
Pierce's troops seemed to
know that they had it in
them to earn their title. All
night long the teams
traded runs and went at
one another like medieval
knights fighting for the

A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATIILETICS

Baseball
Record: 39-15. ll-9 in GSC
UAH 9, Delta State 6
UAH 7, W~t Geor!,';ia 6
Arknn~as Tech 8, UAH 6
UAH 12, Southern Arkansas 4
UAH 10. Arkansns Tech 7
UAH 6, Arkansas Tech 5
Uocomin2 aames
05/17-19 NCAA South Central Regional

Softball
Record: 48-11. 24-4 in GSC
GSC Tournament

UAH 9. Central Arkansas l
UAH 11, Delta State 0
UAH 10. Arkansas-Monticello 2
UAH S Lincoln Memorial 4
UAH 3. Valdosta State 2
Upcoming omes
05/11-13 NCAA South Regional at SporuPlex
Jake Mathis wu a hero in the second game of the GSC Tournament u his 2-out,
2-RBI double in the bottom of the ninth gave UAH a 7-6 victory over West Georgia
on Sunday. (Photo by Danny Parker)
love of a princess.
GSC Tournament crown, However, the Wonder
Ultimately, it was the 6-5.
Boys were not intimidated
Chargers who cast the de- UAH10,ATU7
as they knocked Bass out
cid ing blow as they forced
The C harger faithful of the game in the sixth
the ' if-necessary' game felt safe that their hopes of inning. Bass left the game
with a 10-7 victory. UAH playing another game on having allowed nine hits
(39-15) followed that per- Tuesday night were bright
See Baseball,
formance by holding off a with pitching staff ace
. pages
late ATU rally to win the Adam Bass taking the hill.

Mathis, Allen come up big
By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer
With the college baseball season turning the
comer and head mg home,
the UAH Baseball team is
looking good as the season nears its conclusion.
UAH, which came into the
Gulf South Conference
tournament coming off of
a sweep of West Alabama,
defeated GSC powerhouses Delta State and
West Georgia to stay alive
in the winners bracket of
the GSC tournament.
UAH 9, Delta St. 8
The match-up between
two of the better GSC
learns lived up to its billing. UAH, which came
into the contest with a
record of 34-14 overall,
defeated Delta St. 9-8 in an
extra innings classic.

Charger
Sportsline

Adam Bass, who has
been the staff ace all year
for UAH, took the mound
in the tournament opener
and came up with a no
decision. He allowed
seven runs on 11 hits in 6
1 /3 innings.
UAH head coach
Bobby Pierce was quoted

m The Huntsville Titnesdescribing Bass's performance, "I was real pleased
with the way Adam Bass
came in and pitched. He
threw really well for us."
The ninth inning saw
UAI I come close to securing the victory, bul Trai
Meadows, who teed off
earlier in the game with a
two-run shot, grounded
into a double play with
the bases loaded.
The Statesman also
came close to the victory
in the bottom half of the

mnth. Delta St., who was innings of work.
an impressive 42-7 comPierce was quoted in
ing into the contest, placed Tire Huntsville Times sayrunners on second and ing, "We were down to
third with two gone in the our last infielder when
ninth. But UAH's Phillip Donaldson came in, We
Donaldson forced Delta needed him (Allen) and he
St.'s Bradly Clay to goes in and hits a home
ground out to third base.
run."
As in the new hit TV
Mark
Forbus,
show states "you are the Donaldson, and Clay Rice
weakest link, goodbye." had two hits apiece for the
UAH had a strong link lo Chargers.
end this game and say UAH 7, West Georgia 6
goodbye to Delta St.
Coming off of a monuUAH's Link Allen, a men ta I win in the GSC
reserved
infielder, Tournament opener a day
homered off of Delta St.'s earlier, there wasn't any
Clay Overby in the top way that UAH could
half of the 10th inning to outdo themselves by playgive UAH a 9-8 lead.
ing another classic. Well,
Donaldson retired the guess again. UAH came
side m the bottom half of from behind to defeat
the tenth to improve his their conference nemesis,
mark to a gaudy 8-1. West Georgia, 7-6 in the
Donaldson gave up no second round of the winruns on zero hits in two ners bracket.

'

Men's Tennis
Record: 1-16 0-4 in GSC
GSC Tournament
UAH 6. Henderson State 2

.

Valdosta State S. UAH 0
Delta State S UAH 1

lntramurals
Intramural Championsios
Men's Softball Tournament Final
Soft Monkcv Arv-_ Patrol 17 Fiohrimr Platvni 2
Coed Softball Tournament Finals
Ju2cies 16, Aloha & Omegas 2
Men's Basketball Final Four
M1dni2ht 37 Javhawks 35
10-Thc Hard Way 48, The Machine 22
Midnight 42, 10-The Hard Way 33
The Braves took the
lead for a brief moment in
the sixth inning at 4-2. But
UAH rebounded with one
run in the bottom of the
seventh and took the lead
away at 5-4 at the bottom
of the eighth inning.
UAH took the lead by
a single by catcher Justin
Barnes that drove home
Link Allen, Saturday's
hero.
The see-saw affair benveen the two GSC powers turned once again towards West Georgia in the
top of the ninth. The
Braves took a 6-5 lead going into the bottom of the
ninth.
But UAH loaded the
bases in the last stanza as

junior third baseman Jake
Mathis stepped up to the
plate. In one of baseball's
most exciting situations:
bases loaded, trailing by
one in the bottom of the
ninth, and two outs,
Mathis came through. A
double into the right
centerfield gap by Mathis
scored Hector Guadalupe
and Phillip Donaldson to
send UAH to a thrilling 76 victory over West Geor-

gia.
Donaldson, who was
part of the comeback in
the ninth, took the win for
UAH. It was his second
victory in two games in
the tournament. He
upped his mark to 9-1
overall.
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By Danny
Parker
Sports Editor

Walking into
the big-time
All season long, Tiu Erponnrl has been reporting on
the successes of the UAH Athletics program. Great athletes like Joe Smith, Kim Young, Ellen LaFiore, Aytree
Blalock, David Gates, Lane Davis, Robert Smith and
Dwayne Blais get more ink than a squid's predator.
All of these players have played huge roles in the wins
that their respective sports have talcen home. Accolades,
headlines and popularity follow these young people
around wherever they go like a youn.ger brother or sister:
What the general public rarely sees or hears about i.s
the walk-on athletes that help these programs function.

Division ll athletics are not often profit.lble to their
school&. Many schools lose a lot of money to have athletics. UAH is no different. Iowa State Univenrity Is dropping their baseball progTam in 2002. Nearby C,alhoun
Community College is being forced to drop all of their
athJetica with the proration that is being forced upon the
schools in Alabama.
Some may wonder where I am going with all of this.

What importance could a non-recruited, talent weakened
individual have on college athletics? Why should the
school have to pay for unifonns for these athletes? Why
should our tuition go to feeding and housing these indiylduals on rood trip$ that the teams may take?
\\That many people don't see is the sacrifices that these
!ltudents make in order to extend their love of the game
o r help out their college or university. How can a basketball teem be suc~ful without good practices? Basketball reams cannot have decent Krimmages with only
!;even or eight players. What does a progt'am do for a
replacement if the star athlete loses his or her eligibility
d ue to grades or oome other mishap? Someone has to
fill in as a role player there. Some people are going to
havt? to give the star players a rest in practice so they can
sometimes watch and learn.
As the movie Rwiyshowi; us, highly publicized high
6Chool athletes do not always pan out in college. Often
the college lifestyle i" too much of a culture shock or they
are pampered so heavily in recruitment, that they lose
heart. What the factual character Rudy Ruettiger did for
the Notre Dame football program would not have been
noticed by the general public ii his story had not been
taken to the big screen. As the movie shows us, Rudy
displayed heart and courage that was immeasurable or
unrivaled even by the most talented of All-Americans.
At UAH, the total number of full scholarships received by most of the programs is far less than the total
number of athletes on the rosters. Some scholarship ath-

letes treat the walk-ons with respect and admiration
while others seem to think that they are doing a wallc-on
a favor by talking to him or her. You have to earn respect. Once you t?Am that respect, you have to take yourself to a ~el hightt in order to maintain the respect of
the coaches and Pftl'S. Otherwise, the walk-on's participation with the team will be looked upon more like a job
than an advmture.
Now as the summer nears its end, the norHCholar•
ship receiiring athletes will head on to a summu job to
pay for their schooling or Joans. Many Kholaooip players will play in leagues to make themselves better for
the season to come. Tile talent gap wiU w iden, but will
the love for the game even out on both sides? Next time
you read about an All-Gulf South Confttence performer
II\J.li8ing a ga.tnt?·Winning shot or see in the game s tory
where UAH pitcher Wes Mindingall throws l 1/ 3scoreleM innings to claim the win in the GSC Tournament
championship game, you will blow.
• 'Ole amount of money a student receives for school
will not be Ji.,ted in the media guide or show up in a
program. 'Ole amount of heart displayed on the playing
field shines like the North Star. Everyone deserves resp«l Everyone pays their dues. Respect all athletes

equally.
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Charger Softball captures its
third consecutive GSC cro
By Antoine Bell
UAHSports
I11/ormatio11
IL may not have been
the shot heard 'round the
world, but Audrey Williams' homerun in the
eighth inning against
Valdosta Stale in the Gulf
South Conference championship game sent a
shockwave throughout
the southeast. The leadoff
bomb that sailed over the
right field fence lifted the
Chargers to a 3-2 win over
the Lady Blazers and gave
the Chargers thei r thi rd
straight GSC tournament
title in front of a live cable
television audien ce on
Comcast Sports South.
The C h argers' victory
closed out a classic d ay of
softball a t the Northeas t
Re creation Complex in
Meridian, MS. It also put
the icing o n a p e rfect
w eekend fo r the fifth
ra n ked C h arge rs and
like ly locked u p the bid
for UAH to host the 2001
Division II South Region
tournamen t at home.
After destroying their
first three opponents on
the first day of the GSC
tournament, the Chargers
find themselves in backto-back wars with familiar
foes. ln the first game, the
Chargers faced Lincoln
Memorial for the fifth time
in 2001. The Chargers
scored three runs in the
fourth inning lo break a 11 tie, then added another
run in the fifth lo take a 51 lead.
LMU rallied in the seventh inning lo cul the lead
lo 5-4, but winning pitcher

The Charger Softball team claimed their third straight Gulf South Confaaa
title wt weekend. Now, the ladies play host to the NCAA South Regional atlll
Metro Kiwanis SportsPlex May 11-13. (Photo by Danny Parker)
Katrina Fomich didn' t
crumble in front of the TV
cameras. She snuffed out
the threat to preserve to
w in. Fomich (10-3) went
the distance striking out
six, w hile giving up three
earned runs on six hits.
Williams was perfect a t
the p la te going 3-for-3
with a double a nd a run
scored. Lane Davis finished with two hits and an
RBI.
In the final game, the
Chargers and Valdosta
State put on a show for the
Comcast viewers. The two
teams traded blows like a
pair of heavy weight fighters. Players on both sides
made fa n tastic d efensive
plays, w hile the offenses
scratched out hits.
The Chargers drew first
b lood in the opening in-

ning in textbook fashion.
Stephanie Be rry led off
with
a
s ing le
to
cente rfield. Ambe r Fuller
moved Be rry over to second with a sacrifice. Then,
Kristi Braverman drove
h er home with a two-out
single.
Valdosta State lied the
game in the second inning
when Rachael Milligan
scored on a ground-out.
UAH wasted little time
regaining the lead. Williams gave the Chargers a
2-1 lead with an RBI single
that scored Berry. Berry
led off the inning reaching
firs t after being hit by a
pitch. She s tole her 44th
base of the season, extending he r consecutive steals
strea k to 64, one shorl of
tying the NCAA Division
U record.

The Lady Blazen
battled right back in lhe
bo tto m of the inning.
Li n dsey Ellingsworth
knotted the game at 2-al
when she scored on an errant pick-off attempt.
The score remain.tied at two until Williaml
solo blast in the eighth.
W11liams fin ished the day
2-of-4 with the homer and
two RBIs. A well rested
Davis pitched all eight i&
nmgs for the Chargers ID
earn her 28th win.
Davis was named IOUI"
nament Mos t Valuable
Player. Teammates Williams, Fulle r, Renea
I larrison a nd Melanie
Carter were all membell
of the UAH dominatedaD
tourna ment team.

Track and Field looks ahead
to Orange and Purple Classic
By Keith Conrad
Sports Writer
On their way lo an impressive inaugural season,
the UAH Track and Field
team traveled north, for
the Vanderbilt Invitational.
For
Aytree
Blalock,it was just another
side street on her way to
becoming the first Lady
Charger to run in the
NCAA National Championships. Blalock finished
third in the 5,000 meters
with a time of 17:53.32.

Bla lock has been on a
roll lately, especially since
the Sewanee Invitationa l
where she won both the
5000 and 3000 meter races
and p laced second in the
1500. She a lso led the 4 x
800 mete r relay, which finished second. That was by
far the best outing fo r the
relay team. Lesley Davis
also had strong sh owing
in that event
Blalock has been s trong
all year finishing fourth in
the 3,000 meter run a l the
Auburn Springtime lnvi-

ta tiona l. Bla lock finished
w ith a time of 10:18.37 in
a race that featu red mostly
Division I competitors.
While Bla lock was the
most no table performer
fo r the C h argers at
Va n de rbi lt,
Candace
C hambers also performed
well, finish ing 11th in the
5,000 wi th a lime of
18:55.71. Ashley Whalley
w as equ a lly impressive,
finishing 16th in the 5,000
turn ing in a time of
19:25.14. Bristol Jlarllage
finished strongly, placing

9th in th e Discus Th~
9
with a d istance of 33·
meters.
Up next, the Chargers
head to Cle mson for the
p
le ClatOrange an d urp After
2
sic on May 1 Clemson, the Charge:
travel
norl h
Edwardsville, JI!., whert
Blalock w ill try to end;
Charger career on a ·onnole at the NC AA ati
als on May 24-26·

'111,
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Donaldson named GSC player of the week
By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer
Phillip Donaldson,
UAH's double threat at
the plate and off the
mound, was named GSC
player of the week for the
period ending April 29.
Donaldson led UAH to a
sweep over West Alabama
that helped UAH land in
the Gulf South Conference
Tournament for the fourth
consecutive year.
Donaldson,
a

Hueytown
native,
knocked in 10ofUAH's33
runs in the weekend series
against West Alabama. He
went 9-for-14 (.643 batting
avg.) and also picked up
a victory in the series after tossing his first complete game of the season.
Donaldson has continued his outstanding play
in the GSC Tournament
with two wins in his two
relief appearances and
also scored a run in game
two of the GSC Tourne>~

which helped UAH to • DonaldsonwasUAH's
down West Georgia 7-6.
fourth player to receive
On
the
season, GSC weekly honors. He
Donaldson leads UAH in joins two-time winner
batting with a .417 mark, pitcher Adam Bass, junior
has driven in 43 runs, centerfielder Andy Evans,
scored 47 runs, and has an and junior right fielder
impressive .498 on -base David Gates as recipients
of player of the week honpercentage.
The 5-foot-11, 185 ors.
pound junior has collected
Donaldson, along with
9 "-.·ins off the mound and Adam Bass, have been the
has an impressive 3.05 era anchors of UAI l's pitchfor the season. And he has ing staff this season. Both
also sa\ ed six games for pitchers have combined
the UAH Chargers.
for 19 of UAJ f's 35 wins.

Baseball, continued from page 3

:Onfema

ionalat ...

r Blazen
,ack in the
1e inning.
ingswortb
me at 2-all
~ on anertempt.

and six ea med runs in 5 2/
3 innings pitched.
A sacrifice fly by Phillip
Donaldson scored Justin
Barnes, who led off the
with a single, in the eighth
inning for the eventual
game-winning run.
Brent Davenport and
Donaldson hosed down
the ATU rally as the
Charger offense tacked on
the final three runs in last
two frames to prove the
difference. Davenport (32) got the win and
Donaldson got his seventh
save of the season with
two near-perfect innings

on the mound.
The offensive attack
was spread all up and
down the UAH lineup as
Andy Evans, David Gates,
Clay Rice, Trai Meadows
and Hector Guadalupe all
tallied two hits. Jake
Mathis also belted his
fourth homerun of the
year.
UAH6,ATIJS
If you looked at the line
score before seeing the final run totals, you would
think that UAH got demolished as they committed a usually-fatal six errors for the game. How-

ever, Charger pitchers
Meadows,
Wes
Mindingall
and
Donaldson made the error
column seem irrelevant as
they forced the Wonder
Boys to strand 15 runners
on base.
Donaldson's leadoff
double in the bottom half
of the seventh inning did
not go wasted as Rice sent
a long sacrifice fly into the
out field
to
score
Donaldson with the deciding run after Gates moved
Donaldson over to third
with a groundout to second.

The Chargers will now
take their recent hot streak
and GSC crown to the
NCAA Regionals on May
17-19.

Checkout
the random
shots of
graduating
seniors
online at
exponent.
uah.edu

Phillip Donaldaon leada the <llarger Bueball team in hitting with
a.413 batting average and in pitdungwitha105eai:ned nm avenge.
(Photo by Danny Parker)

Congratulations
all Graduating
Seniors &ont

'Ike Exponent
staff. We wish
you good luck
in the future!
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Crop.of talent looks to be plentiful this summer
By Danny Parker
•
"Sports
Editor
What are you doing
this summer? Are you
hanging out at the pool or
beach all summer? Why
not head down to Joe
Davis Stadium and see the
'Stars' of tomorrow?
Over the last few years,
big league professional
baseball stars have passed
through Huntsville at an
alarming rate. Judging by
the turnout at the stadium,

it is likely that many have
missed on seeing the
young talent before it hits
fame. Big-name players
like Kerry Wood, Miguel
Tejada, Ben Grieve and
Kevin Millwood have all
graced the diamond right
here in the Rocket City
within the past few }Cars.
Now, a new crop of talent is passing through and
it could be as plentiful as
ever. Huntsv11le's ick
Neugebauer; Orlando's
Josh Hamilton; West

Tenn's Juan Cruz and
Bobby I fill; Challanooga's
Austin Keams and Adam
Dunn; and Birmingham's
Joe Borchard are just a few
of the top names worth
coming out to watch this
summer.
eugebauer is the
I lunts\ ille Stars ace starting pitcher. The 20-yearold has had his fastball
clocked around 100 miles
per hour. Al 6-foot-3, 225
pounds,
cugebauer
could be a bulldog that the
Milvvaul-.cc Brewers could
run out to the mound for
200+ innings for years.
The Tampa Bay De\'il
Ra}S know they have a
pri.le
prospect
in
Hamilton. Many publica
lions ha\·e the athletic outfielder as the top prospect
in all of baseball. He came
very close to making the
rosier with Tampa Bay
given that things are moving so slow for the learn al
the big league level. The
6-foot-4, 200 pound
Hamilton was the No. 1
pick overall in the 1999
draft out of high school in
North Carolina. If things
don't pan out as a hitter
for Hamilton, the south-

paw could always try to
make it as a pitcher as he
has been clocked in the
mid-90's.
Two of West Tenn's
many prospects are Cruz
and I Iii!. Cruz is a 6-foot2, 155-pound starting
pitcher that has drawn
comparisons to the great
Pedro Martinez with the
extreme torque that his
small frame creates. I Jill
was a college star at
Miama (Fla.) and has
made the transition from
shortstop to second bac;e
in the pro ranks. With the
Chicago Cubs looking for
quality young talent, we
could see these two
phenoms in the bigs this
September or in the summer of 2002.
The top two prospects
in the Cincinnati Reds organization bat No. 3 and
No. 4 for the Chattanooga
Lookouts. Kearns and
Dunn both possess the
power to play along Ken
Griffey, Jr., at some point
in the near future. Keams
hit homeruns in eight consecutive games at one
point last season. The 6foot-6, 225 pound Dunn
played quarterback at

- Is your auto loan pewing high payments and finance co·t ? Refinancing it at
Alabama Credit Union is fast and ea y. Let u :
• Lower your monthly payment' and/or trim the numher of payments remaining
• Reduce your finance costs.
~
• Provide you with payroll deduction or other conve111cnt payment
methods of your choice
·
Bring u · your el,ewherc,financed auto hm of 12,000 or more hefore
M,1y 31 and receive a coupon** for one free oil change at
pc1rt1cip,ltlng Exprc,s Oil Change location !

YOUR AUTO LOAN & YOU COULD GET A FREE OIL CHANGE!

Main ~ l Driv..tlp
220 Pa!A W Blyant Dnve East
Tusa1loosa Al 35401
(205) 348-594-4 • FAX (205) 3-48-9205
loan Dept_ FAX (206) 348-9205

Indian HiUa Office l Driv►Up
1665 McFarland Blvd North
Tuscaloosa, Al 35-406
(205) 3,4S-02g1 • FAX (205) 3-48-0292

Vane• Offlce

At Me«:edes-Benz us lntemabonal
1 Mercedes Dnve ,as111m...-rtincrt,)
Vance. Al 35-490
(205) 50H899 • FAX (205) 507·2Ul

HuntaviUe Office l Dri11► Up
851 John Wnght Dnve UAH Campos
HuntsV1lle. AL 35899
(256) 82-4-6518 • FAX (256) 824-6566
Fergueon Center Office
Main Level, UA Campus
Tuscaloosa, AL
(205) 3-48·9967 • FAX (205) 348-!)96g

llllcrNI Offlce

Inside Jason·, Parade store
6550 Hwy 69 South
Tuscaloosa AL 35401
(205) 348-2-491 • FAX (205) 348-2-492

Huntington Office & Drive-Op
(TMlallVe open"f1

Spring, 2001)

Al BP Handi-Mart store
U S Hwy o4J at Mitt Lary Road

Tuscaloosa, Al

www efMen,acu,com

Aboue: Nick Neugebauer hu ,truck out 46 batter1 in 33 2/3
innings pitched thi1 seuon and curies an ERA of 3.21. At
lLft: Auatin KHDUI looka to fit nicely in the future plauol
the Cincinnati Reda. (Photoe by Danny Parker)

Texas for a while before
realizing where the bulk
of his talent lies.
Borchard is a swift hitting outfielder for the Birmingham Barons. The
Chicago White Sox prospect was a first round pick
out of Stanford in the 2000
draft. Borchard was given
$5.3 million to give up his
prospects at being quarterback al Stanford.

Each of these player
has or will come through
I iuntsville this summer
barring a mid-season call•
up toCJac;sAAAortheb1g
leagues. Don't wa-;te any
time. Before you know 11
you will be paying $40 to
see these players instead
of getting in for free on a
buyout night.

11, 2001
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Entertainment
Cashore Marionettes performing The Five
Spot
at the Princess Theatre May 12
By Alan Backer
E11tert11imnent

e" ertheless, S1111ple

Gifts is a breathtaking

Writer
The Princess Theatre
for the Perform ing Arts in
Decatu r has been host to
many fantastic live performances over the yea rs, including recent s ho w s by
nenna Freelon, the Flying Karamazov Bro thers,
and the Gershwin musical
"Crazy For You." On May
12 at 10:30 a.m., the sixtyyear-old theatre will feature Joseph Cas hore and
his critically a cclaimed
Cashore Marionettes in a
program entitled Simple

G(!ts.
Simple G(ffs, which has
been featured before aud iences all over Nor th
America, As ia, and Europe in previous years, is
a moving, almost s urreal
procession of scen es p o rtraying everyday life set to
a classical mus ic backdrop. The actors themselves are not people, but
an unbelievably rea lis tic
set of marionettes tha t
Cashore gracefully directs
amidst a series of vignettes. Some of these fig-

The Cashore Marionettes are scheduled to perform
at Decature's Princess theatre on May 12.
ures are manipulated by
as many as 36 strings,
which is a testament to the
inexplicable virtuosity
Cashore possesses in making Simple C(ffssuccessful.
The actual scenes in
Simple Gifts include such
commonplace settings as a
mother playing with her

newborn baby or a homeless vagrant picking
through the garbage for a
slice of discarded food.
Some of the vignettes are
emotionally intense for
the audience and are not
recommende d for th e
view of childre n und e r
eight years old.

mas te rpiece th a t has
brought Joseph C ash o re a
gathering of awards, including a 1996 Pew Fellows hip for Performance
Art and a 1995 Citation of
Excellence from the
U IMA-USA, which is
the greatest honor an
American puppeteer can
obtain. Cashore's program
has compelled John
Coulboum of the Toronto
Sun to state: "Even in a
world w here marionettes
were as common as mushrooms, the Cashore Mar io nettes would be headtumers. Each creation is a
slice of life, awe-inspiring
in the minutest detail. The
ra nge of m ovement truly
has to be seen to b e believed."
Com e witness the
C as hore Marionettes at
the Princess Theatre in
Decatur on May 12 and
become a believer. Tickets
a re $12 for a dults and $6
for children on the m a in
floor, and $10 fo r a dults
and $5 for children fo r the
balcony. For ticket information, call 340-1778.

About the Alabama Film Co-Op
By Jorge J. Raub
E11tert11imnent
Writer
Stop b y None Such
Gifts
located
on
Whitesburg drive, and
you are s ure to find more
than unique trinkets and
quirky knick-knacks. You
may jus t hear an interesting story or two, if you
have a few spare mom ents
to shoot the b reeze w ith
the
shop's
o wne r,
Catherine Sheare r.
Shearer also head s up
the local Film C o-Op in
town and is its site' s
Webmaster. What' s that
you say? You have not
he~rd that s uch a thing
exists? For shame! Read
on, and you' ll soon be in
the know.
The Alabama Film Co~ started up in Huntsville over fifte en years
ago. More recently, it has
provided the area with

entertaining and provocative miniature film festiv als and screenings at
various Huntsville locatio ns of flicks of the indepe ndent, alternative, and
even GLBT variety. However, the Co-Op has a very
colorful history.
For instance, did you
know that before it had its
wider national release, the
John Sayle's film Brother
From Anotlrer Planet made
its premiere here in Huntsville? All because of the
passionate members of the
Film Co-Op who somehow convinced John
Sayles to bring his movie
here and bring himself
here with it!
Every year there is a
relatively well-known
film fest named after Thomas Edison's first film studio, the Black Maria.
When Tire Black Mann Film
Festivnl came to the state
of Alabama for the first

time ever, it was to H un tsville and no t Birmingham.
Go figu re!
Basically, m y point is
that there's always som ething to do in Huntsville.
Huntsville is an a ma lgam
of various types of people
from all co rne rs of the
globe . Specifically, Huntsville is full of people w ho
have varied interests- and
find wa ys of bringin g
their passions to a la rger
audience. This is not easy.
However, if you' re creative enough - at leas t to
the point of allowing
someone to bend your ear
for a few moments - you
never know what you
might find out about this
town.

Alabama Film Co-Op
brings independent and
alternative cinema to
Huntsville's
Underground.

For m o re information
on The A labama Film Co-Op, ch eck ou t th e
organ ization 's Web site a t
h
t t p
/
/
www.film coop.org. This
s umme r, the Film Co-Op
w ill be screening its "Contemporary Video Ser ies"
at the H u ntsville Museum
of Art. Scheduled for the
Th ursday eveni n gs of
June 21, July 19, a nd Aug u s t 2 are the three
themed evenings of sh o rt
films entitled S udden
Shorts, Video Mama, and
Kaboom.
A $5 donation to help
defray costs is encouraged.

By Paul

Lindgren
Entert11i11111mt
Editor

The long,
strange trip
"Sing in m e, 0 Mu.c;e, and through me tell the s tory!
Of a man skilled in all ways contending - the wan-

derer, harried for years on end!"
How epic indeed my six years have been. And
home I have come, and little time have I found where
I had been sober betwe-m my last final and graduation. And while in my sallow state of celebration, I
recall with fondness all that I might miss from bemg
mcollege.
I recall all the smoking existentialist:; of Morton
Ha II who leak from every door between classes. Cigarettes may cost $5 a pack, and still they will smoke
because they find no good reason to quit.
I will recall all the beautiful girls who came walking down the steps of Ad Sci, to set their gentle feet
on the earth again. They would walk out the door,
and we would gossip likt! old men playing checkers
in front of a country gas station.
I will remember the looks your fellow student-. give
when you walk into a class for the first time in three
weeks. They watch you from the comer of their eye,
a, though they saw you shoot a man dead the noon
~fore in the same dusty saloon. Little do they know
that I'm still the best gunslinger in the room.
Still, it is a !;tr,mge feeling to find yourself with no
plan and no expectations that you are familiar with.
Now there is nothing you can afford to hold you back
and nothing to hide when you step fol'\vard. The challenge is nothing new, but will now come from unexpected directions. It's like being thrown into a dodge
ball game buck naked as the day you were bom. but
you've learned how to jump and duck.
But you know that the re.t of your life 1s not what
you might have observed in others. It isn't all a threestory home on a h.llf-acre lot in some gated uburb,m
community. It isn't all 2.3 children, Ethan Allen and
Ikea furniture, two SUV'sin the garage, and vaca lions
in Orlando. If you new.~r make it to that, it just won't
matter. This time, it's all about you. It's all about you.
But I'm not one for motivationa I cl icMs. l've heard
enough of those in my six long ye.ars. What have I
now but to know a little more about bell curves and
formulas and behaviors? My utility i.,; no character,
but how thankful I am to know JUSt a little more because the taste of knowledge is sweet as honey. And
how thankful I am to those who instructed me. For I
hold those professors in thti highest eswem and wish
I could follow in their footsteps. Making your own
hours, wearing what you want to work, and getting
paid to team sounds like my kind of job.
But in these last days of a more crystal youth, I am
ready to embrace a new tomorrow. In search of thins'
more timeless than career, I will embrace new wi&dom and spirit that time affords me now, for I sing
the body electric. For this, I/us day is the taste of triumph, and I raise my glass to bid farewell.
Though leaves are many, the root is one;
Through all the lying days of my youth
I swayed my lt?aves and flowers in the sun;
Now I may wither into the truth.
-W.8. Yeats
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David Spade drags Joe Dirt through the dirt
By Lauren Eiter
E11tert11inllll!llt

Writer

Never one to back away from a challenge, Joe (David
Spade) finds a part-time job as a Florida gator-w:resUer
in Joe Dirt. (Photo from Columbia Pictures and
movies.yahoo.com)

We are all used to seeing David Spade portray
a sarcastic cynic with
piercing, witty humor. In
the film Joe Dirt, Spade
takes on a nev\. persona as
a hillbill, redneck who
provokes sympathetic
laughter more so than
an,thingebt•. It's hard not
to feel sorry for a guy that
,.vas abandoned at the age
of eight and left to endure
a life full of mocker; and
abuse, and all '" ith an irrepressible mullet haircut.
Th e s tor y begins by
showcasing Spade as a
janitor being picked on, as
usual. 11 is pathetic life is
such an anomaly that he
becomes the subject of a
radio talk show. As he
gets questioned about the
intricacies of his life, lhe

movie takes us s tep by
step th rough Joe's trials.
What we find is that his
life, although very sad and
tragic, is also pretty dam
funny. He gels beat up
numerous limes, attacked
b; an a lligator, and has
crap literally poured O\er
his head. Yet, even
through all of this, he has
undying optimism and
believes that one day he
will find his parcnb.
Joe Dirt can be considered an embellishment of
an actual personality type.
It is this embellishment
that makes him humorous, yet a t the same time
limits the humor to farce.
l le discovers what he
thinks to be a meteor and
treats this " moon rock" as
a sort of pet. He even goes
so far as to eat his French
fries off of it. Later we discover that this is anything
but a moon rock!

Joe Dirt can be considered the white tras h
equivalent of Forrest
Gump, with a li fe as
equally abnormal, yet his
encounters are not nearly
as glamorous nor hislorica I. Joe find s what he
thinks to be an atom
bomb, but it's actually an
age-o ld septic lank, iust
bursting to explode. Well,
vou'll soon realize that Joe
has a motivating factor to
bring him through all this,
for lack of a more applicable term, "crap." I le is
anxiously tr} ing to find
his long lost parents that
supposedly lost him al the
Grand Canyon and ha\e
yet to put his picture o n a
milk carton, either because tJ:tey didn' t have
one, or they just plain forgot. Whatever the reason,
Joe is anxiously assisting
their efforts and is bound
and determined to find

them.
This movie will provoke sympathy for poor
Joe, and you' ll get a few
la ughs al his expense
a long the wa y. That's
mainly what this movie is
for right? I mean any applicable moral to be con\eved is overwhelmingly
trodden by the unrt•alistic
and far-fetched e\ ents that
tJkc place. In compJrison
to the Chris Farley 'ilm
70111111_11 llo.11, Joe Dirts purpose is not lo enhance one
as a person, nor is it to
teach one a lesson. It is
simply to make you laugh
al the expense of someone
else's unbelievable misfortune. So sit back, relax and
watch the unrelenting
crap thrown at Joe Dirt,
and laugh merely because
it is nol happening to you.

Blow on a more personal note of trafficking
By Alan Backer
E11tert11iltment

Writer
Whe n
examin ing
m ovie cha r acters that
have a knack for luring
Ame rica to the box office,
one routine ticket-peddler
has always been the seedy
ye t enigm atic hedonist
w ho never blinks an eye
under pressure, but manages lo exude enough vulnerability to effectively get
under your skin. If you
hypothesize the actors
with the greatest talent
and credibility to pull this
sort of role off, two names
immediately come to
mind: Johnny Depp and
Johnny Depp.
By exploring his role
with gripping intensity,
Depp, along with a great
supporting cast, creates a
whirlwind of melodrama
that culminates with a
heartbreaking conclusion
in the recently-released
d rug trafficking movie
Blou,.
T he way it has been
portrayed in commercials
and other various advertisements, you would figure Blow would be anolher
kick-ass, no-brai n - requi red s to ne r movie
(Dazedand Co11fased or any
"Cheech and Chong"
movie) that averages
around one film per year.
Or maybe it would be anolher gangster flick with
enough testosterone-filled
spontaneity to leave you
feeling like a kingpin
while you're walking out

of the theatre.
While it does have a bit
of the former, an d a little
m ore of the latter, Blow is
by far deeper an d more
introsp ective t han you
would ever believe.
Based on the true sto ry
of 70's I 80's cocaine smugg ler George Jung, Blow
painstakingly details the
intoxicating rise and devastating fall of an average
American man caught in
the middle of one of the
most dangerous businesses in lhe world. It begins with Jung (Depp) and
his Chris Farley-sized
friend Tuna (Ethan
Suplee) moving from
Massachusetts to the more
free-spirited base of California. Almost as soon as
they arrive, the two begin
dipping their feet into the
dealing business for the
first time with marijuana.
Finding that he is more
talented than he expected
to be, Jung broadens his
forte to Mexico where the
weed is stronger and the
money is more abundant.
Eventually, he gels busted
in Chicago and is forced to
serve twen ty-six months
in jail.
Wh ile behind bars,
George Jung meets Diego
Delgado (Jordi Molla)
who teaches him that cocaine will satisfy his astronomical thirst for cash far
greater than pot ever
could. This is when life for
Jung starts to become far
too fast-paced and turbulent. Upon five minutes of
being released, Jung finds

himself partnered with
Delgado in one of the most
lucrative cocaine-trafficking alliances in American
history. After selling over
a hund red pound s of coke
in jus t three hours,
Delgado takes Jung to
meet the godfather himself, billionaire druglord
Pablo Escobar. Through
Escobar, Jung and partners Delgado and Derek
Foreal (Paul Reubens in a
role light-years away from
Pee-Wee Herman) manage to seduce the entire
West Coast with the potent Colombian cocaine.
Now at Lhe utmost pinnacle of his insatiably outlaw career, "Boston
George" encounters an
exquisite beauty named
Mirtha (Penelope Cruz)
who is as self-centered
and indulgent as she is
gorgeous. Together, they
have a baby girl who becomes the love of George's
life. The greatest moment
in his life also happens lo
foreshadow the horrible
collapse of Jung's personal
and financial life. After
suffering a string of deg rading arrests due to
friends' bet rayal, Jung
ends up losing his wife
along with every penny he
has. George's mo t her
(Rachel Griffiths) disowns
him and his daughter is so
disgusted with him that
she condescendingly calls
him "George" instead of
Dad . Only Jung's father
(Ray Liotta) sticks by him
throughout the very end.
Blouls plot may have a

George Jung Qohnny Depp) tries to defuse a tense situation in Blow. (Photo from
New Line Cinemas and movies.yahoo.com)

familiar ring to it, and
Depp, at times, seems almost unanimated during
tense scenes. Furthermore,
he and director Ted
Demme are forced to perform the one-handed
magic trick of making the

man who helped bring
cocaine to America actually seem likable. But wilh
help from a great
soundtrack and captiva ting efforts from Cruz and
Liotta, Blow is transformed into a sad, senti-

mental s tory about
crushed dreams that actually makes you feel bad
for the guy. It's definitely
worth your money to go
sec this movie.

Moonshot, Inc readies for
annual charity dance benefit
By Jorge J. Raub
E11terhliltment

Writer
If you haven't heard of
Moonshot Inc., or you
think it may have something to do with the space
program, I am here to let
you in on a little secret: It's
not. However, this is a
great opportunity in
Huntsvi lle to s upport

good causes and have a
"blast" while doing it!
The only connection to
the space program is the
fact that the name comes
from coinciding the date
the event is held with the
date of man's first steps on
the moon.
Moons hot has been
around for about five
years now. It is held every summer and this

year's premier high-energy dance benefit extravaganza falls on Sahuday, July 21 •1• The organization raises money to
fund local AIDS charities
and to help out programs
that promote education
and awareness of the disease.

See Moonshot,
page13
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First annual Flying Monkey Arts Festival: a wrap-up
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Writer
Renaissance Theatre
played host site to the 3rd
annual Recycled Art Contest on this year's Earth
Day. The art exhibit consisted of 139 entries that
included mosaics by Bill
Wilson, a red cellophane
cross created by 13eth
orwood, a chrome and
vinyl chair by Rodney
Jtineant, and an old
dresser fashioned into a
grotto by Jorge Raub.
Locally renowned artist Nall did the honors of
judging the contest.
Francine Pasca I, best
known as the creator of
the Sweet Volley Higlr and
Fe11rless young ad ult book
series, accompanied him
later in the day. Pascal is

also the sister of the late
Michael Stewart, who
wrote and penned the
musicals as Hello Dolly
and 42"" Street.
Held in conjunction
with this year's Recycled
Art Contest was the firstever Flying Monkey Arts
Festival. It was a showcase for the area's best alternative arts performers.
A portion of these fine performers were C-Me Arts,
Echo Dances' Sherman
Dailey, Sycamore Tofel,
Alabama Stale Poet Virginia Gilbert, Birmingham
poet Mojo Mama, and
artsurfabilly
band
Daikaiju.
Performances included
avant-garde musical acts,
entertaining poetry readings, and some very irreverent play readings. Local
artists performed the

works that were written,
composed, or elaborated
upon by many North Alabama artists. Some of the
artists were on-hand to
present stagings of their
own original material.
Catherine Shearer, of
None Such Gifts, was still
exhausted from all her
hard work that she did not
even want to try to comment on the festival when
last I contacted her. However, on the day of the festival, Catherine remarked
about how pleasantly surprised she was at the number of pieces entered into
the competition. Shearer
also said, "For this being
the first year of the festival, we had a great turnout from word-of-mouth
alone!"
Bob Baker of Renaissance Theatre and the

folks at the Alabama Film
Co-Op also helped make
this first alternative arts
festival a smashing success. Baker stated, " I like
to think that I planted the
seed in Catherine's mind
- however her dedication
was what brought this
idea into fruition."
For those of you who
say there is nothing both
cultural and non-commercial in the Huntsville area,
be sure and checkout this
festival next year when
Earth Day roles arou nd
again. Save that trash and
begin working on your
own piece to enter into the
competition now! If you
are not the artsy-type, then
be s ure and support the
locals next time around as Beth Norwood of
WLRH said about the festival, " It's fabulous, and

Art made from trash includes this People's Choice
Award winner "Chair 14" by Barry Sanders.
it's gorgeous!" Oh wait, l
think she was referring to
my outfit.

Nevermind. My point
is come join us at The Flying Monkey in 2002!

New game will span entire fantasy series
By Kim Staton
E11tert11illmmt

Writer
Fans of both the final
Fantasy and the Chrono
series will delight in the
latest news from Square
Electronic Arts. The company plans on releasing a
compilation game featuring Final Fantas} IV and
Chrono Trigger, entitled
Final Fantasy Chronicles.
Jun Iwasaki, president
of Square Electronic Arts,
IS quoted as recently saymg that "we (at Square)
are pleased to deliver
these two titles to our
North American fans on
the PlayStation game console".
PlayStation versions of
Fina/ Fantasy IV and
Cltrrmo Trigger have been
on the Japanese market for

over a year now. Gamers
long
feared
that
Squaresoft would not release the games overseas
because of fears that the
company would not profit
much from the venture.
Now, however, Square
appears to be listening to
its North American audience. "Since the release of

ClrronoCross lastAugust,"
Square EA's president
said, "we've received an
overwhelming number of
fan requests to re-release
Clrrono Trigger for the
PlayStation game console".

Fli1nl FontnsyC/rronides
will offer enhancements
for the two games. Orrono
Trigger will include new
beginning and ending cinematic sequences, plus
three new movie sequences based on existing

footage.
In the Japanese version,
a new ending was added
to Clrrono Trigger, bringing
the total of possible endings to eleven. This new
ending helps bolster the
plot of Clrrono Cross. However, whether this ending
will be included in the
North American version
has not been disclosed.
Finni Fantasy IV will include a new da~h feature,
probably similar to the effect of the Sprint Shoes in
Finni Fantasy VI. A twoplayer mode, unique in
the series, will also be
added, along with new
CG sequences. All of the
plot elements edited by
Nintendo for its version,
Finni Fantasy II, will be included in the PlayStation
game.
Both games will offer a

theatre, music box, and art
gallery like those included
with the Finni Fantasy Ant/10/ogy. New sections will
be added as the game
progresses.

Moonshot are still looking
for volunteers for this
year's gig.
Either way, seriously
consider doing your part
to help out this worthwhile organization. AIDS
is something that can affect anyone and is of concern to everyone.
Check out their website
for more information:

h t t p
/
/
www.moonshot.org. You
may
also
contact
Moonshot, lnc. via email
- info@moonshot.org.
Call (256) 536-4700 to
make a donation over the
phone. AAC Davis Clinic
- Huntsville, Alabama,
will charge donations
made over the phone to
your credit card.

Check out our Special
Year-In-Review Insert in
this issue!

gamers to some of our
classic ti ties".

Finni Fantasy Chronicles
is due for release July 19.
It will carry a suggested
retail price of $40.

Comic books
current and back issues
everything from Batman to Sailor Moon to Dork Tower
subscriber discounts
hundreds of trade paperback collections

Gaming
Magi Nation Dragonball Z Mage Knight
Magic: The Gathering Pokemon
gaming area with plenty of room for tournaments

Moonshot, continued from page 12
Tickets to the event cost
$30 per person, but it is
~ell worth it. The party
15 held at I luntsville's Historic Roundho use Depot.
P:oc~ds go to local organtzations such as the AIDS
~ction Coalition. If you'd
hke to help out a bit further, there are host donation opportunities available or the folks at

Jun Iwasaki ended his
interview by stating that
"[we) believe this set will
appeal to fans of the original games and introduce
a n ew generation of

DVD & VHS rentals
Japanese animation
Comic-related movies & shows

/:
In Richland Plaza - corner of
\ } University Dr. and Slaughter Rd.

~
~--

430-0505

www.havencomics.com

owned and operated by UAH students and alumni
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Editorial
Letters to the Editor

The Exponent:
My greatest
teacher at UAH
By Dauphne Rogers
Editor-ill-Cltief
1 have worked at Tire £-rponml for
over 2 years now. I started as an Entertainment Writer during the spring semester of '99 and became Editor-inChief late that summer.
1have learned so much from working at UAH's student newspapermuch more than I ever dreamed possible when Dr. Rountree, advi.5or to 17te
Expo11mt, talked me into applying for
this job.
I not only learned a great deal about
writing and editing; I also learned a
great deal about myself.
I started doing things that I had no
idea I could do. I acquired skills that
were previously unknown to me. I
found out that I was good at things I
had never attempted.
l realized why people say that it is
so important to get involved in campus activities. I became increasingly
glad that 1 had decided to do so. Initially, I sang the old familiar tune-/
don 'f blow iiI am find the time. I do"'/
Wlllfl my grl1lies lo suffer; I llllve famUy
o!,lig11lions...elc... etc... elc... but Dr.
Rountree didn't give up onme. (I t:hink
that man could talk a sheepherder into
buying wool!)
Or. Rountree saw things in me that
I didn't see in myself, yet.
Once Editor-in-Chief, I quickly developed more patience, tolerance, and
understanding because these are all
required for dealing effectively with
both red tape and people. Diplomacy,
leadership, and decisiveness are skills
that all managers need. Tlie Exponmt
provided me with ample opportunity
to sharpen these skills, which I was
forced to develop along the way, not
out of desire, but out of need. For without them, I probably would have run
screaming from my office down the

corridors of the University Center and
into the parking lot, pulling out long
strands of my own hair as I ran, more
than once I am sure.
Commiserating with co-workers at
Tlte Exponent about everything under
the sun afforded me another outlet for
maintaining my sanity, as we all know
how close to crazy college seniors can
become during their last semester. Too
many assignments and too little time
can definitely do you in.
Little did l suspect that m y longest
running class, Tlte £-rponml, would
turn out to be m y favorite in the end.
I never could have taken advantage
of all the opportunities for learning
that The Expqnmt offered me if it had
not been for the truly terrific people I
encountered along the way. The Exponent has been fortunate enough to be
blessed with a multitude of dedicated,
talented individuals who were willing
to get involved. Many of these people
were also involved in dubs and organizations besides The Exponent. I am
sure they would be the first to tell you
how much they too gained from getting involved with campus life.
Yes, once again, but for the last time,
I am on my soapbox about campus involvement in an Expo11enl editorial.
There is a fine line that leaders
must walk: it is a tricky and unique
balancing act. When do you display
patience, tolerance, and understanding, and when do you make unpopular decisions that benefit your organization or place of work? This truly is
a fine art, and one that I had plenty of
opportunity to practice during my
years at The Expqnmt.
For that, and for so much more, I
will always be grateful.

Baco~ continued from page 2
refe r to Napster users as
" N a ps te r free load e rs".
Me mbers of the Record ing
Ind us try Associatio n of
America (RIA A) have
p lainly demonstrated that
they have no interest in
bending to the desires of

t he m a rket. A lthough
Rush calls them freeloaders, Napster users are providing valuable information to RI AA members:
m usic listeners want more
flexibility. I feel safe in
spea k ing on behalf of

View random
graduation pictures
online this summer at

exponent.uah.edu

o ther music l isteners
when I say that we're tired
of paying an artificially
inflated $20 for a CD only
to find out that it contains
one or two good tracks.
Instead of being imaginah ve and adapting, RlAA
gives us lhe bird and insists that we conform to
their bad business model
or risk being sued in court.
I began with a quote, so
I'll end with a great one
from Plato: "To refrain
from politics is to be ruled
by your inferiors."

Dear Editor:
I would like to compliment the staff and writers
of Tl1t' Erpo11e11f for the excellent job that they have
done this year in providing UAH campus and local news. I especially appreciate the fact tha t I can
access it online. I am the
parent of a student from
Illinois who attends UAH,
and I am very interested in
the current happenings on
the campus of UAH. The
Exponent has been my
communication lifeline for
this information
I have thoroughly enjoyed reading about the
people and events within
the academic, sports, and
entertainment areas of
UAH. I appreciate the updates regarding the new
construction on campus as
well as the information on
the status of the education
fu nding for Alabama. 1
have also fou nd the editorials and letters to the edito r to be in teresting and
enlightening toward o the r
perspectives.
I feel tha t The Exponent
s taff has d one an excellent
job in bring ing UAH
n ews, events, and humaninterest stories to print this
academic year. You should
feel proud o f this yea r 's
accomplishme nt. Go od
lu ck lo those th at a re
g ra dua ting fro m you r
s taff, and keep u p t he
good work to those that
w ill be back next year. I
look forward to continuing to read The Expo11enf.
Dave Harms
Father of UAH student

from Illinois
Dear Editor:
If you have or want to
have a pet while living on
UAH campus, then I have
some interesting information fo r you. As it states in
the housing contract, 0
PETS are allowed at
CCRH or Southeast housing. Many people have
tried to get around this
rule and have not been
successful. If this rule applies to ALL housing residents, then why does it
not apply to ick Evans,
Resident Director of
Southeast Housing. He
has had a cat living with
him al his Southeast apartment for many years. I

know this information is
true because I am a first
hand witness of the cat.
Shou ldn't the NO PETS
rule apply lo ALL housing
resident or to ONE at
all? Or is this just me? After all, the Residen t Director is supposed to be one
w ith the stud ents, or is he
a b ove us? One final
thought, wh y has the Director of I lousing allowed
this act of direct violation
to continue despite his
knowledge of the situation?
Ann
Dear Editor:
On April 6, 2001, Tile
E.rpo11e11t published a letter written by Jim Humble
concerning reparations for
African-Americans. While
I am no advocate of reparations, I wou ld like to
clear up some of the errors
in Mr. I Iumble's letter.
First, I Jumble claims
that over 2 million white
Americans died du ring
The Civil War. Actually,
the num berofboth Union
and Confede rate dead is
be tw ee n 600,000 a nd
650,000. Furthe r, over fifty
p e rcent of these deaths
w ere on the Union side.
Also, since it w as only the
Union governme nt w hich
eventually took on the
cause of emancipation, for
selfish and moral reasons
alike, it would be rather
odd to claim that those
who died on the Confederate side did so in order
to free those in thralldom.
However, this is what
Humble seems to imply
when he writes that the
aforementioned whites in
total died "so that AfricanAmericans could be free."
Perhaps H umble was
simply referring to the
Union dead.
If so, t hen I l umble
needs to get his facts
straight, because the
Union lost, according to
the Department of Veterans Affairs, approximately
364,000 combatants duringtheCivil War. lfhedid
mean to include Confederate losses in his figure of
two million, then not only
does Humble need to
check his figures, he also
needs to reassess his logic.
Humble also claims
that since African-Ameri-

cans have the highest living standard in the world
in comparison to native
Africans, and since so
many whites died lo free
blacks in the Civil War,
they are not due any compensation for slavery or
for the failures of the postCivil War era.
I find Humblc's reasoning on both counts to be
problematic.
First, no wrong can
ever be made right simply
due lo some future gain.
To think otherwise, in my
opinion, is the basest \ ariety of moral relativism.
Yet, what I Iumble Implies, perhaps um" ittingly, in his argument is
the morally relativistic
notion that sla\ cry and the
trade that brought the
original slaves to the New
World can be justified because of a development
that occurred long after
those slaves (and their exploited offspring) we re
buried.
I , and the philosopher
Imman uel Kant, disagree.
For Ka nt the consequences of an act ion are
not to be ta ken into considera tion w hen d e termining the ri g htness o r
the wrongness o f an act. In
other words, a mora I act is
per fo rmed w ith respect
for the moral law. Thus the
act itself must be good,
whether it produces pleasure or pain. In this case,
whether the enslavement
of Africans brought about
the eventual prosperity of
the distant descendants of
those slaves or not.
I also take issue with
Humble's emphasis on
the deaths of whites in the
Civil War.
Over 200,000 out of a
population of one million
former slaves who escaped from the South during the Civil War served in
the Union army. In this
sense, the Union victory
was much more than a victory by one set of white
troops over another set of
white troops, it was also a
triumphant vindication of
the efforts of black people
who actively worked for
their own emancipation.

See Letters to
the Editor,
page15
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ByJ. Caleb
Clanton
News Editor/
Opinion Writer
There's an odd sort of
feeling - a sick feeling that one gets at the end of
something, at the closing
ofone oflife's many chap-

ters. The Greeks had a
word for this. They called
this feeling a 'catharsis,'
indicating the emotional
release one experiences in
the face of some stimulus,
perhaps at the end of a
tragic or comedic stage
play performed in one of
the
great Athenian
amphitheatres. More literally translated, though,
the word 'cathars is'
means to vomit as a reaction to something moving.
Our stimulus is now
before us: Commencement from UAH, the ceremonial finale of that
great Act entitled "College." Perhaps it is here,
on this graduation day,
that the word 'catharsis' is

meaningfully appropriate. With the climax of the
time-honored procession,
the play comes to an end.
And, all within the
amphitheatre experience
the release after the closing monologue and chorus. For, absurdity meets
profundity, innocence encounters experience, patience yields fruit, and joy
greets nausea.
Speaking for myself,
I'm sure that my stomach
will be tied in knots. Because, it is at this moment
that I will leave the stage
that has become quite
comfortable for me. And,
I will face a heap of uncertainty as I stand before yet
another open sea that I

must sail. Yet, I doubt that
I shall be alone ...
I can imagine an older
man and woman in the
crowd watching their
youngest son march off
the stage and on into the
horizon - he just keeps on
marching. And, it is here,
I suppose, that a tear
might meet a smile, and
those two most contrary
forces of the human soul
will join at the salty edge
of an aging man's lip. For,
the father knows his son
must keep moving for
now, although he'd like
him to stick around for a
little while longer. But, he
knows his son must answer his own calling.
And, maybe it's only

the love that a mother can
have for her child that
keeps her smiling at a time
like this, though she'd
rather not be right now.
For to see her youngest
son - the very son she'd
brought into this world
only 22 short years ago now stand and depart as
a man leaves her but a ho!low feeling inside. But,
she too knows what is
best, and she knows that
now is the inevitable moment to admit it.
Nevertheless, though,
the moment - that moment just before their
son's shadowy figure
fades out of site and into
the horizon - comes. And,
it brings with it a gut feel-

ing that can only be experienced and hardly described.
And so, perhaps, shall
we all within this great
modern-day
amphitheatre experience a
similar catharsis, each,
though, in our own way.
For now, !Iris act is ending
and !Iris cha pier is coming
to a close.
It was a good one,
though. But, it won't be
the last.
Not yet ...

to classes, but the 200-yard
distance is small when compared to the mile and a half
he walked to reach his classes
as an undergraduate.
Dr. Andrew Cling said
that he grew up in the deserts
of Arizona, so he made sure
that he bought a home with
large trees orr the lot when
purchasing. "I'd be sorry to
see the cherry trees go, but
not at the expense of the new
dorm," said Cling. "I've been
advocating the need for a
new dorm for years." Cling
said that he feels a new dorm
will do much for UAH as a

whole and will increase class
sizes.
When asked about the
university cutting down the
cherry trees, Dr. James Bliss
replied, "I won't be here in
the fall, but I wish they
wouldn't." Bliss added that
he did understand the
university's reasons for doing so, however.
President Frank Franz
said that the points raised
about destroying the trees are
valid. He stated, "We are exploring the option of preserving the trees by moving them.
Whether we can or not has

not been determined." Franz
said that an estimate he received for relocating the trees
was $5,000 per tree. The estimator said that the trees may
be too large to move, and
they are not in their dormant
state right now, which occurs
in the winter and is the preferred time to relocate them.
"The ideal site for the new
resident's hall is across from
Morton Hall," said Franz.
"The site will provide students with a good view and
allow us to renovate the food
service center. The current
food service area would be

redesigned to be more welcoming and to offer a better
food selection. There would
also be the possibility of adding an external vendor such
as Burger l(jng or Chick-FilA for students."
Whatever the fale may be
for Morton Hall's cherry
trees, it is unlikely that the
issue will be resolved anytime soon, and opinions will
continue to vary. Whatever
the eventual outcome for the
cherry trees, the new
resident's hall will be an asset for the university in the
future.

nounced that the Higher
Education
Partnership
would stand firm in their beliefs. "We refuse to allow the
state to make our university
students and faculty secondclass citizens." Troy State
University Chancellor Jack
Hawkins and University of
Alabama Chancellor Dr. Tom

Meredith gave summaries of
the decision of the board of
presidents. The "students are
here fighting for their campuses" statement was referenced many times as the
speakers motioned to where
the students stood behind
them. Lt. Governor Steve
Windom even criticized

Siegelman's bond issue plan.
Windom supports an equal
cut of 6.2% across the board,
which is also supported by
member., of the Higher Education Partnership.
AEA President Paul
Hubbert said of the situation,
"There is no vision. There is
no plan. There is no goal be-

yond 2002. There is just darkness." As things continue to
develop in the coming
weeks, our state government
will decide what course of
action to follow concerning
proration and educational
funding cuts that will affect
both higher education and K12.

wall." Also, signs were
posted along the protective
barrier that read, "Caution:
Proration at Work." The signs
were also decorated with
pieces of red tape that sarcastically read, "Red Tape."
Nevertheless, for now, the
sky does not appear to be falling any longer. According to
Dean Sue Kirkpatrick, head
of the College of Liberal Arts,
construction will begin
shortly, and summer classes
for art students will not be
affected.
"There are two entrances

for the students to access and
they can go in through there,"

said Kirkpatrick. "They will
start the work, and classes

will go on normally."

Readers can email J. Caleb
Clanton at calebclanton
@yahoo.com

'lrees, continued from page 1
lot around trees than a building. (Better yet, put the parking lot underground.) 2) Even
better, build the dorm on that
huge parking lot between
Morton and the University
Center. That's already an eyesore that divides campus.
Putting a dorm there would
provide ideal access to the
UC, Morton, the Library, and
Roberts Hall. They could replace the parking spots lost
by putting a second story on
the current Roberts llall
parking lot. I'm sure there are
other alternatives that could
be explored, and I would

like to encourage University
administration to explore
them!"
Dr. Philip Boucher agrees
with Norman's suggestion
aboutbuildingthenewdorm
where the Unjversity Center
parking lot is now. He said
that he has been advocating
making that a green area for
nearly 20 years in order to
connect the campus. Boucher
feels that the parking lot
separates our campus in an
unattractive
manner.
Boucher said that he recognizes the fact that students
would have to walk further

Bond, continued from page 1
refuse Siegelman's offer.
Gordon Stone, director of the
Higher Education Partnership, said, "The state ought
to identify long-term sources
of funding."
Immediately following
the luncheon, students
moved to the State House, to
meet with the Higher Educa-

tion Partnership once more.
Brief summaries of b oth
meetings were given, and
students, state officials, lobbyists, and university presidents got to share ideas before the approaching press
conference.
At the press conference in
the State H ouse, Stone an-

Wall, continued from page 1
" I am about 99 percent
sure that nothing else will go
:"rong," said Willoughby.
Of course, nothing in life is
ever 100 percent. We've been
~earingout stuff to see if there
is any more damage to the
bui"Id·mg. It's not loose anywhere but we won't know
everything until we talk to
the engineer. If everything
checks out, we will fix the
wall and save it as it is."
Coffey pointed out that
J~st a week ago, some 300
hi~h school students had
~aidavisittotheArtDepart-

ment on April 18 and were
actually standing in the area
of the damaged balcony.
"Some of them even leaned
against the wall. It is miracuIous that nothing happened
then. In fact, any of us could
have been out there when it
happened. I guess the wall
fellatexactly therighttime."
Opportunistically, some
concerned students seized
the moment to voicetheirdispleasure about proration
within state. The concrete
slab was spray-painted with
the words, "Siegelman's

Letters to the Editor, continued from page 14
Finally, I must refute
Humble'sclaim that AfricanAmericans do not give
_thanks to those soldiers, both

black and white, who fought
to end slavery and oppression.
If Humble had ever vis-

ited the Thomas Wenthworth
Higginson memorial he
wou Id know better.
Gary Meadows
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PURCHASE OR LEASE A NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE
180 DAYS WITH NO PAYMENT
NO CO-SIGNER NEEDED
EARN AN ADDITIONAL $400
NO DOWN PAYMENT NEEDED
2YR/ 4YR DEGREES ACCEPTED

CALL OUR COLLEGE GRADUATE HOTLINE TODAY

(256) 562-0115
OR EMAIL US AT

PAlJL.SMITH(g.,rulV-\1 c A/TOYOTA.COM
We don't sell cars ... we sell Toyotas!

